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Welcome to MeetLab

meet your ideas



MeetLab 
is the digital laboratory
that realizes your ideas.
From the meeting of four
professionals born services
that start from an idea 
and take care of its realization.

Services
Web design and development
Native App iOS
Native App Android

Social Media
Academy

Hybrid App React Native



CMS 
Custom

SEO 
Optimization / Copywriter

Languages
PHP / HTML / JS / CSS

Design
responsive

Web design & development

Framework

Monitoring
Tools



Web design / Web develop 

Cotton&Silk
Clothing Man Sportsware and Classic

Present on the market with over 125
stores distributed throughout
the national territory, Cotton&Silk
reflects all the needs 
of men's clothing.

Cotton & Silk is a line
of men's clothing,
characterized by
quality, style and taste.

PARTNER



Fashion With Emotion





iPsicologico
Native App iOS / Native App Android / Web

This site was born from the idea
of   proposing a psychological
thought, to create the possibility
of bringing everyone closer to himself,
to his own needs and desires and,
consequently, to the other.
The tools used are Psychology
and Psychoanalysis.

It is an in-depth work of analysis
of the difficulties and symptoms
that can allow a lasting change
of the person with a greater
psychic balance.

Psychological counseling on your smartphone

Available on App Store and Play Store



Institutional website, with design responsive







Pocket World
Native App iOS / Native App Android / Web

Available on App Store and Play Store

Something new is moving in the city

Native mobile application for 
Android and iOS that lets you
place orders and track the dispatch 
of the deliveryman in real time on 
the map with appropriate
status notifications.

Pocket World is the answer to the 
needs of consumers to buy from 
the comfort of their home and 
shopkeepers to sell any product by 
taking advantage of the home 
delivery of our network.

Pocket World è la risposta alle necessità dei consumatori di acquistare comodamente da casa e dei negozianti di vendere qualsiasi prodotto, dal pacchetto di gomme alla lavatrice, usufruendo della consegna a domicilio della nostra rete senza acquisire nuovo personale che recapiterà il loro prodotto tra le mani del cliente garantendone la ricezione.



Native App iOS & Android 
Backend with CodeIgniter



Native App iOS & Android

iOS / SwiftiOS / Objective - C Android / Kotlin Android / Java



GemAR
Native App iOS / Native App Android

Available on App Store and Play Store

Wait, it's a gem ... Gemar?

PARTNER Phycon

Native mobile application in 
Android and iOS that thanks to the 
use of augmented reality makes 
the surrounding environment more 
fun and colorful.

Its main technology is based on the 
recognition of images and their transfor-
mation into detailed videos to teach, 
promote and explain.



Native App iOS & Android



Lat Lit Vieta
Native App iOS / Native App Android

Native mobile application in Android 
and iOS that allows the use of GPS 
to display points of interest, located in Latvia 
and Lithuania, with the aim of collecting 
points. The application has been 
implemented with dynamic 
multi-language support.

The operation concerns the proximity 
of the user with respect to a certain 
distance from the point of interest 
that causes the display of a notification 
which allows the enabling of the camera 
to take pictures.

Available on the App Store and Play Store

PARTNER



Native App iOS & Android



Biglietto Elettronico
Native App iOS / Native App Android

Native mobile application
for Android tablets that allows
the driver of transport
vehicles to complete
the delivery of a ticket.

The provision of a ticket 
has never been easier, 
automatically calculating the rate 
based on the area.

Internal Distribution

PARTNER

The digital ticket for every driver





Communication
style

Social Networks are channels
dedicated to consumers
that allow users to read content
quickly and communicate
easily with users.

Our goal is not limited to 
creating editorial plans aimed 
at increasing the number of fans, 
but supporting companies 
through a careful and effective 
customer strategy

Social  Media



Our Customers



Academy

Training
paths iOS / Android / Web

BASE & ADVANCED

PRIVATE & COMPANIES
VMWare

COMMUNICATION

Social Media / Graphic Design

“Chi si ferma è perduto... 
chi si forma no”



Phone - +39 081.612.60.06

Email - info@meetlab.it

Legal - Corso Secondigliano 242, Naples, Italy

Operational - Via San Filippo 4 bis , 80122 Naples, Italy


